Retriever

Retriever

Use known information
to find the people
you’re looking for

Join the dots between people,
places, contact details (even
mobiles and emails) using big data
searching technology and deliver
quick, accurate results.
Retriever removes the process of slowly
searching across multiple systems, forms
and locations and tightens up your approach.
It will even spot data entry errors or name and
address variations to help trace agents make
more informed, reliable decisions – without
leaving a credit search footprint on
a consumer’s credit report.

It has a unique single search entry box (just like
a normal search engine). So it’s easier for the
trace agent to copy and paste the information
they know into a single field. Then with just one
search and one click Retriever returns results
which are ranked and scored according to their
similarities — making it more time — and costeffective for your trace specialists to search
for individuals.

Retriever

Retriever business benefits include:
Uplift in productivity. Our tool’s unique single
search entry box means quicker, more efficient
search results.
Be empowered to quickly identify and analyse
links between data points.
Retriever returns ranked and high probability
results, not exact matches, so investigations are
faster, smarter and more cost-effective.
Easy to use browser-based online access.
No IT resource required.

Isn’t it time you
found out what
Retriever can do for
your organisation?

Retriever search data includes:
→ Public data
→ Digitally captured data
→ Non-financial data
→ Bureau data
→ Address links
→ Aliases
→ Financial associates.
All of this information has been properly sourced for validation and tracing purposes
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